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About This Game

Deer Hunt Legends puts players in the ultimate hunting environments, where bravery and intuition will be tested each step of the
way. Your mission: capture as many trophies as you can, taking down big game around the world. You’re not out there to take

notes. You’re out there to kill!

Deer Hunt Legends is a third person hunting simulation game that follows the story of a hunter on a quest to take down species
never before seen by the human eye, some even believed to be extinct…

Players will travel across the globe in search of their prey. Captured in their natural environments, these animals are quick,
deadly, and eager to turn you into dinner! You will engage in vicious boss battles against the feared T-Rex, saber-toothed cats,

and Gastornis. With diverse weapons to choose from like sniper rifles, crossbows, and high-powered shotguns, Deer Drive
Legends is the most realistic hunting game you’ll ever play!

Features:

More than 30 elusive animals including woolly rhinos, white-tailed deer, wolves and Irish elk

Realistic natural background effects and sounds

Range of unique challenges using true-to-life hunting techniques

Bonuses awarded for successful kills, such as Health Packs, Ammo Clips, and more
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Earn skill points for extra advantage during specific hunts
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Title: Deer Hunt Legends
Genre: Action, Sports
Developer:
Raylight Games
Publisher:
KISS ltd, Maximum Games
Release Date: 7 Jan, 2013
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English,French,Italian,German
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Free, and different.. Beware. As it stands, the game has very little content, despite being in development for a while.
Edit: after talking with the developer, I changed the previous paragraph.

The game has about 15 minutes of gameplay! I have more since I was exploring the mechanics a bit more, to see if there was
anything beyond the lackluster surface. And then to farm cards. There's nothing.

First off, I've found his youtube channel. There's a video of this game from September 2013... it looked identical. Then, the
game entered Early Access a month ago, and has basically no content. The game's planned time in EA is 6 months. I can't think
of how they'll pull it off in 5 months, seeing that this game has existed for a looong time and is as it is.
Also, the developer is claiming to be porting the game over to Unreal because of user feedback... out of nowhere, essentially.
There was a poll of sorts, but the whole thing makes little sense.

Oh well, you now have the shady information I stumbled upon. On to the game, then.

Well, it looks like old X-COM, but is actually a top-down shooter. You point to stuff and shoot them. Enemies take a bunch of
shots to die and there's very little feedback. They'll always shoot at where you are, and their bullets are fast, so you have to stand
as far as possible and "circle" with the 8 direction system.

Not very interesting at all. The guns all feel the same. There's a shotgun that shoots exactly as the laser rifle... only damage
changes... It's not very good.
There's a seemingly complete inventory and upgrade system built into the game, which is quite cool. You collect 2 currencies in
the levels and then upgrade your stuff. That would be cool, if there was anything worth upgrading. For now, it's just numbers
like Health, Armor, Damage, Rate of Fire, etc. And as I said, the guns feel really, really bad. You click, and a projectile is
created. No muzzle flash, no recoil, no screenshake, nothing. It's very, very, very basic.

The game looks pretty nice, though! It's a bit rough overall, but I really like the style. There are a few visual glitches, but nothing
overwhelming.

The levels consist of "kill these 3 enemies", then move another place to "kill these 2 guys". There are only 2 enemy types, and
their AI is non-existant. They're stacionary, and they shoot at you.

There's also a Boss fight. Nothing too complex, but it's cool that it exists.

I mean... this is not good at all. The only redeeming factor is the visual style. And even that, it's not good enough for
recommendation.

Honestly, I'd like to see this be a cool game. But, with all of the above, this does not seem serious at all. And something that
most people with *little* programming experience could put together in a couple of hours.

I'll update this if anything changes.. This will turn your boring old desktop into Space shuttle in full speed.
Good\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to play around when you don't have nothing smarter to do xD
There are all kinds of live wallpapers, you can create your own or just download some from Workshop.
Also, why are there so much not safe for work stuff?
Idk, but in everything i search for, i come across those as well , funny i guess .
Anyways i would say, it's worth buying, 8.5\/10 from me.. A fun little game, with lots of cards to collect.

The game system is easy to grasp, but the strategic component makes it interesting.

A good game to pass time.. I've been playing Blockland since early 2008, and honestly seeing it in it's current state brings me
great sadness. I was eight years old when I first got the game, and seeing as it was basically my first non-f2p PC game, I played
it absolutely non-stop until around 2012. Being so young, I didn't really know anything about computers, but seeing all the cool
mods that some servers had inspired me to learn how to mod my own game, which eventually lead to me going down the virtual
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rabbit hole later in my life. This game was amazing, had a very diverse community, and kept me entertained throughout my
childhood.

For those of you new to Blockland, the game was not always in the state it is now. It used to have an amazing modding scene
with maps, custom AI, gamemodes, custom items, and a large amount of servers that all had their own unique quirks. It's
arguable what went so wrong, but in my honest opinion, it was the removal of maps.

Either right before, or during the move to Steam (I honestly forgot), Step 1 Games decided to remove maps in favor of subpar
lighting and weather effects. The reason stated was that "The effects conflicted with pre-built maps", so the decision was made
to remove them entirely.
Custom maps were no longer playable, the game's superb original maps were all removed, and all we were left with was the
empty slate map.

After this mistake, the developers added very little to the game before going entirely dark, leaving Blockland to die slowly. In
2019, twelve years later, Blockland is a game with maybe a few active players on a good day. It still has basic building
mechanics, and the same scripting interface it had in 2007. The major modding resource, RTB, has been discontinued and there
looks to be no future for this late-2000s classic.
This game is not worth money in it's current state. If the developer reverts it to the pre-steam version, then it'd maybe be worth
looking into, but without maps and a playerbase, Blockland is nothing more than an empty, endless void with very minimal
building features.. It's good. I like it but it could be so much better. I wish I could grab and move groups of pieces. Why not
have it so that if you hold the grab button, then when you pull the trigger in conjunction, it grabs a group? I wish it displayed the
image of what you're working on, on the wall. Because the pieces are magnetic, when I'd place a piece incorrectly in a group,
sometimes it would be difficult to remove, all the other pieces magenetism, fighting to hold it in place. I love that they are thick
cut, wood pieces but it would be great with different shaped pieces but it does have a certain challenge in that they are all the
same, like the Shmuzzle Puzzles I used to do (all pieces were the same lizard shape).
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WHERE HAS THIS BEEN ALL MY LIFE!?. Solid FPS with special powers high tech gear,since it was developed by a korean
company a good portion of the playable characters are cute waifus,which is awsome,best girls ever seen in an FPS,but
unfortunately it requires you to be always online and connected to the servers.. Great game with fun visuals. Its one of those
perfect quick play games that you can jump right into. Within a few minutes I was in the game and playing. Easy to figure out
and a fun concept. Looking forward to the multiplayer.. Even if it would be free it would be bad. It's a nice game. Looks good
and and runs well. Problem is the puzzles are incredibly complex. So if you like the difficulty dialed up then go for it. If you are
a casual then find something else that's less of a pain.
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